Your Possible Opting is only REVOLUTION!,or EXTINCTION!.

2018/02/04

Author show you the validity in simplest,but exact way in following. Note the world has been
being ruled by madness of the ruler(NAZIS).Also ourselves is not normal,but very crooked.
This is counter strategy to operation EndGame the exterminating mankind by climate hell.
Technically salvation technology 80% renewable energy and Arctic Cooling are possible.
Now initiating force to real global political action has been being not realized by discords
⑴Religious Revelation from Almighty World has decent scientific validity.
Nothing vacuum(the other)world is also nothing physical law(almighty1)).Religion were
revealed by Prophecies due to almighty(God).The teach is people’s co-liviing with justice,
truth,brotherhood in Peace.While monarchy is Nobility Supremacism with Violence Ruing.
⑵Mankind history is class struggle between atheism(~NAZIS German) and theism(~Jew）.
⑶Rockefeller2) oil merchant-the USA empire supported NAZIS establishment to massacre
Jew,and secretly imported NAZIS to establish CIA-military industry media complex (the
warmonger)after the war.They succeeded in ruling South America(op Condor), Europe(op
Gradio),Asia,and Africa,but not Russia and China(??),but it is incomplete.
⑷EXXON-MOBIL the oil emperor noticed Global Warming by CO2 in 1970s and decided to
conserve oil regime by operating IPCC(UN climate science council)and opinion org leaders.
*They managed UN CO2 reduction conference(ugly 20 years long)impossible to cause political
desperate.Effective problem is not to reduce carbon energy,but increase renewable one !!

They also succeeded not to reveal Arctic Methane Risk4) the most emergent problem now.
It’s climate A-bomb causing sudden strong global warming toward final fireball hell earth !!.
⑸Also business world & people in pleasure life by oil regime hate change by ignorance on
climate extinction risk.This is deadly global synchronized momentum3) even at now(2018).
⑹Also religious churches seems silently accept coming doomsday?.It may be defeat of
religion,because they failed repentance(＝REVOLUTION toward righteousness).
⑺That is,if we all consider the outrageously big difficult change impossible,it would really be
impossible, while if we could consider it possible,it could be possible.Author found it
technically Possible by rapid action(80% new energy and Arctic Cooling engineering4)).
⑻Climate decay toward hell is secret operation to exterminate mankind by supremacism.
Now total nuclear war threatening has been ruling world by perpetual regional wars and
disputes due to conflict between USA and Russia-China.However they will not launch
nuclear war,because it would cause complete extinction,while Methane fire storm would
not cause complete extinction5).This is final survival game operated by the supremacists.
You must see now the world is upside down due to evil ruling by the supremacist and to
ourselves deadly crooked mind not to accept inconvenient,but deadly decisive fact..
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＊Author’s reports in above may be not complete due to his inability,however those could be
near complete by your strong supports.Then theme of this report ”Our possible option are only
extinction or REVOLUTION” is exact.Certainly climate salvation is unprecedented and
outrageously big project,however coming climate hell would be more cruel than anything else.
Once we honestly faced facts,we could overcome those by global ability. Bet it !!!!!

APPENDIX-1:How much We had become Cooked in UPSIDE DOWN WORLD !!!.
To know enemy and ownselves could win in hundred time battles.....Sunzu.
[１]:Rockefeller with Bilderberg Ruling had Caused the Upside Down World .
In conspirqacy world,things sometimes become upside down.......Allen Duress(CIA).
The Ruler has been against theism which teach people’s co-living with justice,truth,and
brotherhood in peace(the righteousness),thereby,the world is to becomes upside down.
In fact,now the world has substantially and secretly been being ruled by very few hereditary
family.“1% rich monopolize 46% global wealth !!”.

It is outrageous monopoly!!!.

http://www.legrandsoir.info/les-super-riches-de-1-a-0-7.html
http://tempsreel.nouvelobs.com/topnews/20131009.REU4085/1-de-la-population
-detient-46-de-la-richesse-mondiale.html
Even as though,massive global people of we could not have established real democracy.
Why not ???.

What is wrong in our mind and actions ???.

[２]:Teach of Solidarity by Religion and Socialism<Why Jew were persecuted !>;
Once mankind was animal of thieves and wars.It is historical Jewish people who tried to lead
and liberate the World from emperor’s barbarian violence ruling toward righteous one by
democratizing due to religion(people is equal in God).It is historical sequence of Moses,
Jesus to Marx.Substantially monarch turnede to be capitalist monopoly in modern era.
*Once Christianism was political revolution,but failed to turn moral teach.......Goethe.
Workers of the world unite; you have nothing to lose but your chains. Karl Marx
Any time,rich monarch were minor,while poor people ruled and exploited were massively
major.

Why they could not win ?.

⑴Police State the Anti-Revolution Device<Betrayal caused our defeats>.
People’s becoming stronger in political power needs rigid solidarity with leader of ability.
Weaker people is too busy to save only own life,but not afford to care for many others.
The state is called “divide and rule” in colonial nations”.Anytime political police(or similar
function)Is surveying revolutionists to protect regime by spreading spy(betrayal)in people..
⑵Strong Brain Washing for anti-Socialism in USA<Salvation is only Repentance !>.
American has been being strongly brain washed to appreciate the capitalism success
(American Dream),but not socialism.Once America was called show window of capitalism
due to unprecedented prosperity of material civilization by establishing strong competitive
business society.While communism Russia was rather poor and less in liberty.It is told
the cold war regime caused strong economic suffer in USSR toward its liquidation(1989).

American prosperity was also due to the imperialism exploiting in ruled nations in the world
It is intentional making poorer economy nation who produce cheaper goods for USA.
Thereby there has been strong anti-USA movements in those nations,and USA has been
suppressing them by employing insidious CIA and military interference.This is to cause the
upside down world.Those conspiracy technology is due to NAZIS(operation paperclip).
America is NAZIS reincarnated nation(the warmonger)causing global suffer in everywhere.
"If the world is upside down the way it is now, wouldn't we have to turn it over to get it
to stand up straight?" -Eduardo Galeanohttp://upsidedownworld.org/
D.D.Eisenhower(warning on military industry complex in1961)
“We face a hostile ideology global in scope, atheistic in character, ruthless in purpose,

and insiduous [insidious] in method”. ..
http://www.americanrhetoric.com/speeches/dwightdeisenhowerfarewell.html
These are awful mad devices to protect highest status regime of ruler.Their strong desire is
extraordinaly only to conserve own hegemony,for which they has been entirely endeavoring.
Operation EndGame.
For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in place they can
engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world’s population, while enabling the “elites” to live
forever with the aid of advanced technology.For the first time, crusading filmmaker ALEX JONES
reveals their secret plan for humanity’s extermination: Operation ENDGAME.

http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
Thus American themselves must recognized own schizophrenia,but not normal.
Substantially it is USA who has been accelerating destruction of us in military and climate.
Now their elites has been too busy in conserving evil regime causing our extinction by
ignoring decisive inconvenient facts of climate and false flag war and terror by CIA.
＊Higher status white people is generous to support for someone who seems inferior in
something(This is a kind of stable relation who rule and who are ruled).But not for who
seems superior in something(fear for becoming rival especially threatening to their status).
Elites become Satan who face own status decline<defeat in class struggle→Appendix2>.
This is the kernel point whether elites could accept own status decline or not !.This may be
essential repentance problem or REVOLUTION !.

⑶Massive Sharing Strong and Unique Belief toward Strong Solidarity<Religion>.
Function of religion is to accomplish unique belief on God’s teach toward believers strong
solidarity in political fight against social problems(injustice or difficulty).Sharing same
God in mind make people’s strong unite(brotherhood).
⑷Massive Sharing Strong & Unique Agenda toward Strong Unite<Democratizing>
Function of political party(org) is to accomplish unique agreement on their agenda toward
members strong solidarity in political fight against social problems(injustice or difficulty).
Sharing same strong ideology in mind make people’s strong unite(brotherhood).
⑸As were seen,Religion and Democratizing movement are essentially the same in the
purpose and method.Once Marx is told to tell Religion is drug,but it is upside down.
While some religious leader avert political joining,which is not entirely correct.
Then essence may be ideology(policy)for which massive people can share to make unite.
Fortunately best ideology may be unique and only.
⒜A solved scientific fact is unique and only.
⒝Engineering(technology)may be unique and only in evaluation of performance/cost.
Our life is economy which is essentially engineering with an ideology.
⒞View on way of people’s life.
In ordet not to be author’s opinion,he always suggest teach of Religion.Those are
people is equal in God and with justice,truth,and brotherhood toward co-live in peace.
These are against the supremacist ideology causing our world upside down(Appendix3)
⒟Imminent Highest Priority Problems at now World.
:Climate Change now Heading to Global Exterminating !
In the beginning must be global climate war declaration toward rapid action by altogether.
A:Arctic Cooling Engineering Implementation to stop Methane Catastrophe.
B:80% renewable energy implementation before 2020 to recover stable climate.
C:Peoples livelihood assurance strategy<climate wartime economics>.
:Global ceasing fire toward global climate wartime regime establishment.
Firing military must be changed into climate war military to establish rapid peace..
:Culture Promotion in Climate Wartime Regime.
Not only tough life,but also enjoyment is necessary to keep healthy people.
Certainly the problem scale is outrageous,or we would be exterminated ,unless action !.
All of us must bet it by altogether in each region,corporate,school,and administrations.

APPENDIX-2:QURAN chapter7 The Elevations al A'raf<higher pride of supremacism>
11. We created you, then We shaped you, then We said to the angels, “Bow down before
Adam;” so they bowed down, except for Satan; he was not of those who bowed down.
12. He said, “What prevented you from bowing down when I have commanded you?” He
said, “I am better than he; You created me from fire, and You created him from mud.”
13. He said, “Get down from it! It is not for you to act arrogantly in it. Get out! You are one of
the lowly!”
14. He said, “Give me respite, until the Day they are resurrected.”
15. He said, “You are of those given respite.”
16. He said, “Because you have lured me, I will waylay them on Your straight path.
17. Then I will come at them from before them, and from behind them, and from their right,
and from their left; and you will not find most of them appreciative.”
18. He said, “Get out of it, despised and vanquished. Whoever among them follows you—I
will fill up Hell with you all.

APPENDIX-3:HEGEL AND TOTALITARIANISM

THE CULT OF STATE POWER

http://www.worldfuturefund.org/wffmaster/Reading/Quotes/hegelnew.htm

This is nobility hereditary’s’ supremacism ideology with eternal struggle strategy.

APPENDIX-4:Hitler's Prediction on People who are Ruled.
⒜eternal non adult group in Hitler's marvelous Predictions
<Following is authors translation from Japanese>
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#04
What feature will future society reveal !,Comrade gentlemen.Let's tell you.At first elite
aristocracy would appear by survival struggles.Then also appear "eternal non adult
group ",that is,new middle class,ignorant public,and new slaves who serve.
They are mankind who can not be adult till their death.Such event never happen in normal
severe society.Therefore there would be abnormal society who bring up child by easy ways.
And top on all of them,new Aristocracy would have been established .Some special leading
person would be.Thus,by hegemony struggling,new regime would be established in inner and
outer side of nation.Also east region become giant experimental one,..........and then new
European social order would be implemented(Words told to Rauschning by Hitler) .

⒝Hitler's Prediction-Coming 2039 the Scene<2043 by Jucelino
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#05
●Following are prediction told by Hitler[After 1999,Syodensha Pub Co ,Japan].
…”separation of the extreme would be more advanced.After 1989,mankind separation would
have advanced more and more as very minor new type of ruler and as new type of massive
ruled.One operate everything,while the others are ruled all with unconscious.It is not only
mankind,but also globe with universe would go into big change.After 1989,mankind would go
access toward unprecedented big Catastrophe.Once in my young age,I wrote it that mankind
would be revenged someday by big nature in “Mein Kampf”.It is era after 1989.Mankind had
become boast to do harm against nature,which would turn to cause big disaster as the revenge
against mankind. And finally it would lead mankind toward supreme unimaginable state .It is
after 150years from my birth.The coming supreme event can be seen clearly by my-self
inspiration,even though, it is unbelievable......In the end of 20th century,it would be substantially
ruled by NAZISM even though its superficial seemed ruled by democracy or socialism.
Coming world would be separated to who rule and massive who are ruled,as is my hope,and
both nation of democracy and socialism would go competition and killing with each others by
employing weapons developed in NAZIS. It is also convulsion era of nature.Mankind would be
terribly revenged by nature.Also climate would be separated into two of sever heat wave and
sever cold one,fire and ice,big floods and big droughts.Those would alternately attack ground.
....................................................................................................................................................
*)1989,J.Hansen testimonied CO2 global warming in US congress ,Falling of Bering Wall.

Global warming is inevitable and 5 billion until 2043 , , may die if nothing is done
in time ,and they are hidden from worldwide population .. says Jocelyn Luz
http://www.jucelinodaluz.com.br/aquecimento-global-inevitavel.htm
He may be only one who could have image of 5 billion people die.The coming 2043 would
not be due to CO2 global warming in rather slow tempo,but to rapid collapse by Arctic
methane catastrophe.

